No. D(A)/05
2, 2005

To

All Heads of Institutions
Affiliated to CBSE

Subject: Clarification regarding rules for calculation of income-tax in Related questions asked in Mathematics question paper for Class X examination

Sir/Madam,

The Board has been receiving requests from different schools/individuals seeking clarification on rules to be used in calculation of income-tax in related questions asked in the question paper for class X Examination. The following clarification may be taken note of:

“The rules regarding different income slabs for calculation of income-tax in questions asked in Mathematics question paper for class X examination are given in the related question. The same may be used for calculation of income-tax and other tasks asked in the question. As a matter of practice followed by the Board, these rules are the latest rules decided by the Government.”

The above information may be brought to the notice of all concerned.

Yours faithfully,

(G. BALASUBRAMANIAN)
DIRECTOR (ACADEMIC)